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Serenade in D, Op. 8 

Ludwig van Beethoven 

Born 16 December, 1770 in Bonn, Germany 

Died 26 March, 1827 in Vienna, Austria 

 

 Beethoven is a composer of endless fascination, both musically and personally.  As 

thoroughly as his life and works have been scrutinized, revelations about him continue to 

surface, and questions still remain.  The Serenade that opens this afternoon’s program is a good 

example.  We do not know precisely when it was composed, although it can safely be narrowed 

down to late 1796 or early 1797,  just a few years after Beethoven moved from Bonn to Vienna.  

More to the point is that we do not know why Beethoven wrote this Serenade.  To be sure, there 

are obvious musical justifications: he had already composed a string trio and a string quintet, and 

was clearly interested in exploring the possibility of alternative string ensembles before he 

plunged into the venerable territory of the string quartet.  But we know of no commission or 

dedication that explains the genesis of Opus 8.  And why the multi-movement divertimento 

format rather than sonata form? 

 

 Such unresolved queries do not compromise the sheer pleasure one experiences in 

listening to this music.  Light and melodious, the music of the Serenade reveals Beethoven at his 

most benign.  Perhaps, as one scholar has suggested, he wrote this music for itinerant musicians 

in the coffeehouses of Vienna.  The dance movements (march, minuet, polonaise) relate it both 

to the high Baroque suite and to late 18th-century entertainment music.  The terms divertimento, 

cassation, notturno, partita and serenade were used virtually interchangeably in the second half 

of the 18th century.  (All Haydn’s string quartets through Op. 20 (1772), for example, are marked 

“Divertimento” on the manuscript.)   

 

 Beethoven’s Serenade, Op. 8, is unusual in two respects.  One is the repetition of the 

opening March at the conclusion of the piece; the other is the use of a polonaise. Only two other 

polonaises occur in all Beethoven.  The most famous, of course, is the finale to the Triple 

Concerto.  Perhaps less distinctive, but of considerable musical substance, is the fine set of 

variations, a favorite form that interested Beethoven throughout his career right up until the last 

quartets.   The entire Serenade is a model of three-part writing, and should not be construed as a 

a warmup exercise for as-yet unwritten string quartets.  This work was reissued as a Notturno for 

viola and piano and published as Beethoven’s Opus 42, further indication that he held it in high 

regard.   

 

 



Sonata (1915)                                               

Claude-Achille Debussy (1862-1918) 

 

 Claude Debussy was almost 52 when the Great War erupted.  Obviously too old for 

military service, he sought other ways to express his staunch patriotism.  The French publisher 

Durand had undertaken to publish replacement editions for the now unavailable (and 

undesirable) German editions of the great musical classics.  Debussy assumed the gigantic task 

of preparing such an edition of Frédéric Chopin's works, and threw himself into his newfound 

project. 

 

 Delighted to have enlisted the prominent composer's participation, Durand urged 

Debussy to take on the editing of the Bach sonatas as well.  The composer demurred, apparently 

having been inspired by his work on the Chopin volumes with some new musical ideas of his 

own.  He started composing, producing in a short time the suite for two pianos, En Blanc et Noir, 

and the Cello Sonata.  The sonata was the first of a series.  Debussy originally intended to 

compose six sonatas "for diverse instruments"; he completed only three before his death in 1918.  

The inscription at the head of the score includes the self-conscious sobriquet "Musicien 

français".   

 

 The movement titles are a clue to the spirit of this sonata.  All three are reflective and 

Baroque, evoking the memory of the French clavecinistes.  One is hard pressed to find a striking 

relationship in these movements to the 19th-century romantic sonata; even the connection to 

traditional sonata/allegro form is marginal.  Debussy maintained that the sonata was "almost 

classical" in its proportions and form; certainly it has cyclic elements in its reworking of 

rhythmic and melodic motifs among its three sections. 

 

 The form of the sonata is compact, truncated to two movements.  The opening Prologue 

is a rhapsodic slow movement, free and declamatory.  Despite its key signature of one flat, 

implying d-minor, the movement is more modal than tonal.  Debussy's Sérénade, which opens 

the bipartite second movement, is unlike a traditional serenade: would-be lover with mandolin, 

lute, or guitar beneath the lady’s window.  The composer originally intended to call this 

movement "Pierrot fâché avec la lune" ["Pierrot angry at the moon"].  The cello uses a 

mandolin-like pizzicato.  But these plucked strings have a mocking ring to them; we are not quite 

certain how seriously to take this suitor. 

 

 Debussy's Finale is the most conventional movement in this highly unconventional work.  

Its rippling piano part provides elegant, flowing accompaniment to the song-like cello lines.  The 

score is filled with specific, detailed instructions in both French and Italian as to the tempo and 

spirit of the music, for example, the indication Molto rubato con morbidezza [very freely and 

flexibly, with softness and tenderness] at one point.  Did Debussy not trust performers of his 

music, or had the conventional language of music ceased to accommodate his creative 

imagination?  Or was he merely having fun with us?  This work asks more questions than it 

answers.  In composing this one work for cello and piano, Debussy revealed a new facet of his 

musical self.  

 

 



Piano Quartet in A minor, Op.1 

Josef Suk (1874-1935) 

 

 The son of a schoolteacher and choirmaster, Josef Suk studied piano, violin and organ 

with his father, pursuing his formal musical education at Prague Conservatory. He undertook 

composition while at the Conservatory, and composed this Piano Quartet as a graduation piece. 

An excellent violinist, Suk was keenly interested in chamber music. He remained at the 

conservatory for an extra year to pursue additional study in chamber music with cellist Hanuš 

Wihan and in composition with Antonín Dvořák. When the Prague publisher František Augustin 

Urbánek issued the quartet in 1891 as Suk’s Opus 1, it bore a dedication to Dvořák. Suk became 

Dvořák’s favorite protégé, and married the great composer’s daughter Otilie in 1898.  

 

 Suk spent the most celebrated years of his career as violinist in the Czech Quartet, 

earning a distinguished reputation as a modern Czech composer as well. He retained his passion 

for playing chamber music, but oddly wrote relatively little of it. As a composer, he is best 

known for his orchestral works, and most of the pieces for small ensemble are early and 

experimental. This dramatic piano quartet, however, does not sound like the music of a 

seventeen year old, nor does it lack confidence.   

 

 After an opening salvo from the piano – a single chord – the strings present a powerful 

unison theme. Suk will use them as a bloc frequently. Initially the piano supports them in chords; 

presently their  melody-vs.-accompaniment roles change. Piano effects the change to the second 

theme, introduced  in the warm sound of the cello. Second themes are where Suk shines. Using 

harmonic diversions that plumb the last vestiges of romanticism, he introduces glorious lyrical 

tunes in all three movements.  

 

 A viola solo ushers in the development, which makes much of a dotted rhythmic cell 

embedded in the opening theme. Suk develops his material with skill and imagination. The 

writing is remarkably secure and fluid for one so young. 

 

 His central Adagio is a ternary song form [A-B-A’] that begins as a pastoral romance in F 

major for cello and piano. Upper strings take up the cello theme, thickening the texture as Suk 

builds to the first climax. The slightly fast middle portion modulates to D major, maintaining 

most of the melodic activity in the strings with rippling accompaniment in the piano. Eventually 

the sonorities grow to a soaring appassionato marked ffff, before the serene calm of the opening 

returns to conclude the movement.  

 

 Bold gestures and a strong rhythmic profile give the finale its character. Despite its minor 

mode, the Allegro con fuoco is upbeat and spirited. Once again, Suk delivers a luscious second 

theme and spins engaging modulations in his transitional passages. To observe that the imprint of 

his teacher (and future father-in-law) is evident is not disparagement. Dvořák was correct in 

identifying this piano quartet as a sturdy, worthwhile first work that heralded greater things to 

come. Suk was highly regarded in the early decades of the 20th century. This quartet makes clear 

that his music is ripe for discovery.  


